
THE USED CAR PURCHASE JOURNEY:

Make Be-Backs a Thing of the Past



Why did that customer leave without buying?

1



Customers say: 

2

I need some time to think, 
and I have to talk to my spouse.



But, customers know a lot before they visit:

88%

The price 
range they are 
looking for

85%

What type 
of vehicle 
they want

60%

The make of 
vehicle they 
will buy

53%

The model of 
vehicle they 
will buy

37%

The dealer they 
will buy from



Customers really mean:



1. This isn’t the right car

2. I want to cross-shop

3. I have an issue with the salesperson 

Customers really mean:



This isn’t the right car

1) Inventory merchandising

2) Customer motives



INVENTORY MERCHANDISING: What customers want to know

89%

Top current 
condition

88%

Mileage 
information

81%

Previous 
accident 
information

80%

Maintenance 
and service 
history

52%

Open recall 
information

42%

Number of 
previous 
owners



INVENTORY MERCHANDISING: How CARPROOF Can Help

CARPROOF Badges help customers identify the right vehicle at a glance:



55 Million+
service records

INVENTORY MERCHANDISING: How CARPROOF Can Help

CARPROOF Vehicle History Reports include:



Be transparent when merchandising –
provide the vehicle’s condition and 
history upfront.

INVENTORY MERCHANDISING: How CARPROOF Can Help



1) Inventory merchandising

2) Customer motives

What makes them want a specific vehicle?

Is their expectation meeting reality?

Is there something better for them?

This isn’t the right car



CUSTOMER MOTIVES: Needs Identification

Identify customers’ 
needs with SPIN Selling 

> Average outcome: 17% improvement in sales results



Implied needs: Statements of problems, difficulties and dissatisfactions
> “My current vehicle is not large enough for me”
> What does this customer need? More seating? More storage? Compared to what?

Explicit needs: Specific customer statements of wants or desires
> “I need a vehicle that can accommodate my family of 5, with room for drywall and 
other renovation materials at the same time”
>  At the same time? Let me show you a pickup with a crew cab and a long box.

SPIN Selling: Focus on explicit needs 

CUSTOMER MOTIVES: Needs Identification



1. This isn’t the right car

2. I want to cross-shop

3. I have an issue with the salesperson 

Customers really mean:



I want to cross-shop

1) Create confidence and trust

Trade-in value

Price-value equation



CONFIDENCE AND TRUST: Trade-in Value

When customers are considering trading 
in their vehicle, their main point of 
reference is used vehicle listings.



CARPROOF Vehicle Valuation Report

Market-driven value

Trusted third-party source

Justified price walkdown
▪ Highly detailed trade offers are 2x more 

likely to be accepted

CONFIDENCE AND TRUST: Trade-in Value



Two things that can differentiate
your car from a competing car…

CONFIDENCE AND TRUST: Price-value Equation



1. Value of CPO

CONFIDENCE AND TRUST: Price-value Equation



2. Value of reconditioning

CONFIDENCE AND TRUST: Price-value Equation



1. This isn’t the right car

2. I want to cross-shop

3. I have an issue with the salesperson 

Customers really mean:



I have an issue with the salesperson

1) Missed appointment

2) Lack of vehicle knowledge

3) Rude

4) Ignoring spouse



Create efficient training opportunities

Video walk arounds build knowledge while 
promoting inventory

Let sales reps take a car home, share 
experience with other staff 

SALESPERSON: Vehicle Knowledge



Enable trust-building between 
your sales team and customers

SALESPERSON: Building Relationships



of all Canadian used car buyers will 
pick your dealership because they, 
or a friend/family member has a 
positive relationship with you

28.5%

SALESPERSON: Building Relationships



Customers say: 

26

I need some time to think, 
and I have to talk to my spouse.



“This vehicle hasn’t met my expectations, and I need you to 
understand what I need and find me something more appropriate.”

“I’m not confident about the vehicle or deal you’re offering, and I 
need you to convince me that I should buy here.” 

“I need your sales team to live up to their commitments, know their 
stuff, and give me everything I need to know.” 

Customers really mean:



Merchandising with accurate history and condition, 
understanding customer motives

Create trusted offers on trade-ins and create value through 
your CPO programs and reconditioning

Build trust through transparency, invest time in a training 
plan and in the execution of the plan

The solution:



Questions?


